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The Applied Machine Learning short course provides delegates with a solid understanding of a range 
of machine learning paradigms, and equips them with the skills to apply machine learning technology to 
real-world problems. Delegates will gain experience in how different machine learning technologies can 
be applied to data clustering, classification and prediction problems. For each of the different machine 
learning technologies, they will learn how data should be prepared for optimal performance, and which of 
the different technologies are applicable to which problem types. They will also be exposed to the use of 
the Python programming language to develop machine learning solutions to a wide range of problems.

Course content

• Information-based learning, including classification trees, regression trees, and model trees
• Similarity-based learning, including k-nearest neighbour algorithms
• Error-based learning, including supervised feed-forward and recurrent neural networks
• Unsupervised learning, including learning vector quantisation and self-organising feature maps
• Kernel-based learning, including radial basis function neural networks, support vector machines and support regression 

machines
• Ensemble learning, including boosting, bagging and random forests
• Online (real-time) learning for neural networks and decision trees
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3 STUDY BLOCKS OF 2 DAYS EACH
 13–14 Sept | 19–20 Sept | 27–28 Sept
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Learning outcomes

After completion of the course, delegates will be able to 
• apply the different machine learning technologies to 

different real-world problems, 
• cluster data, build classifiers, and build models for 

forecasting,
• prepare data to satisfy the requirements of the machine 

learning algorithms and to optimise, computational 
costs and accuracy for each of the different machine 
learning technologies and application problem classes, 

• apply the programming language Python as medium for 
the application of the machine learning technologies.

Course fees

R18 000.00 per delegate (VAT incl.)
Course fees include all course material and refreshments 
during contact days.

Course fees must be paid in full 14 days prior to course start 
dates. Proof of payment can be submitted to 
enrolments@enterprises.up.ac.za.

Admission requirements

Prospective delegates will ideally have programming 
experience, specifically in using Python. Basic knowledge of 
calculus, while not essential, will be beneficial.

Accreditation and certification

Enterprises University of Pretoria (Pty) Ltd is wholly owned 
by the University of Pretoria. As a public higher education 
institution, the University of Pretoria functions in accordance 
to the Higher Education Act 101 of 1997. Enterprises University 
of Pretoria offers short courses on behalf of the University 
and these short courses are not credit-bearing, and do not 
lead to formal qualifications on the National Qualifications 
Framework (NQF) – unless stated otherwise. Delegates who 
successfully complete a short course and comply with the 
related assessment criteria (where applicable) are awarded 
certificates of successful completion and/or attendance by 
the University of Pretoria.

Registration and enquiries

Course coordinator
Modjadji Masola
Tel: +27 (0)12 434 2500
Fax: +27 (0)12 434  2505
Email: info@enterprises.up.ac.za
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Professor Andries Engelbrecht

Professor Andries Engelbrecht’s research interests include swarm intelligence, evolutionary 
computation, neural networks, artificial immune systems, and the application of these paradigms 
to data mining, games, bioinformatics, finance, and difficult optimisation problems. Following the 
completion of his PhD in 1998, he established a research group in Computational Intelligence at UP, 
which became internationally recognised, with a reputation for producing research outputs of very 
high quality. Under his leadership, they developed a CI library (CIlib), an open-source library of CI 
algorithms.

Engelbrecht is an associate-editor for IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation (TEC), Swarm Intelligence (SI), IEEE 
Transactions on Computational Intelligence and AI in Games, Soft Computing and the International Journal of Applied 
Metaheuristic Computing. He is a senior member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and member 
of the Computational Intelligence Society (CIS), the Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Society (SMC). He is also a member of the 
Evolutionary Computing (EC) technical committee, the Neural Networks Technical Committee, and the founding chair of the 
South African chapter of CIS. He currently holds the DST/NRF Research Chair in Artificial Intelligence and serves as Director of 
the Institute for Big Data and Data Science at the University of Pretoria.

Course leader



The Institute for Big Data and Data Science has recently been constituted, with the main objective to build a multi-, inter- 
and trans-disciplinary Big Data and Data Science research cluster at the University. The Institute facilitates the creation of a 
collaborative research environment with participation of a number of academic departments, institutes, centres and units within 
the University. The Institute’s vision is to become a recognised world-class research, education and service delivery facility in Big 
Data and Data Science taking specific cognisance of the needs in South Africa, and the academic strengths of the University of 
Pretoria. The institute will focus on, among others:

• conducting fundamental research in the core aspects of Big Data and Data Science, thereby developing new technologies 
for data storage, manipulation, processing, analysis, and visualisation,

• developing new solutions to Big Data and Data Science challenges in specific focus areas, including the SKA and Astronomy, 
Health and Biological Sciences, Data-Driven Business, Digital Forensics and Cyber-security, eGovernance, Learning Analytics, 
and Engineering Sciences,

• providing a computing infrastructure for Big Data and Data Science research, education and service delivery.
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More about the University of Pretoria’s Institute for Big Data and Data Science

Courses in Big Data and Data Science coming soon

Introduction to Python Programming Deep Learning

Programming in R Data Analytics

Platforms for Big Data Analytics Platforms for Big Data Analytics

Time Series Analytics Optimisation using Meta-Heuristics


